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(R4) 15:00 HUNTINGDON, 2m 3f 137y 

M1 Agency Sidney Banks Memorial Novices' Hurdle (Listed) (GBB Race) (Class 1)

(4YO plus)
No Silk Form Horse Details Age/Wt Jockey/Trainer OR

1 2-1 PERSIAN TIME 83 
b g Califet - Persian Forest

5 11 - 8 Adrian Heskin
N J Henderson

-

Jockey Colours: Royal blue, white hoops, maroon sleeves and cap
Timeform says: Runner-up sole start in Irish points and off the mark at first attempt over
hurdles (albeit fortuitously when leader fell last) when landing 8-runner introductory hurdle at
Ascot (15.7f) in November. In excellent hands and he's very much the type to do better again.

 (Forecast 5.00)

Notes: 

2 421-111 RARE EDITION (IRE) 45 
b g Califet - Quaspia

6 11 - 8 Sam Twiston-Davies
C E Longsdon

138

Jockey Colours: Purple, white hoops, purple sleeves, white cap
Timeform says: Runner-up on second of 2 starts in Irish points and is 4-4 under Rules in
Britain, finding further progress when decisively land Kempton novice (2m) on Boxing Day.
Sound claims once more with prospect of more to come up in trip.  (Forecast 2.88)

Notes: 

3 21-412 GINNY'S DESTINY (IRE) 26 
b g Yeats - Dantes Term

7 11 - 5 Stan Sheppard
Tom Lacey

135

Jockey Colours: Emerald green, royal blue spots, halved sleeves, emerald green cap
Timeform says: Bumper winner who has made a solid start over hurdles, off the mark in a
Warwick novice (21f) prior to a sound second in Grade 2 back at that venue 26 days ago.
Better than bare result then and he's a live player with further progress anticipated. 
(Forecast 3.50)

Notes: 

4 25-3142 KALEB (IRE) 26 
b g Sir Percy - Kalane

5 11 - 5 Jack Quinlan
Amy Murphy

127

Jockey Colours: Dark green, yellow star, yellow sleeves, dark green stars and cap
Timeform says: Fakenham maiden winner (at 2m) in October who has improved in defeat
subsequently, posting best effort yet when second of 7 on handicap debut at Kempton (2m)
26 days ago. Does need to pull out a little more here, though.  (Forecast 11.00)

Notes: 

5 322-115 MARBLE SANDS (FR) 40 D 
gr g Martaline - Sans Rien

7 11 - 5 Kielan Woods
F O'Brien

129

Jockey Colours: Dark blue, pink cross of lorraine, pink and dark blue diabolo on sleeves, pink cap,
dark blue diamond
Timeform says: Showed plenty in defeat over hurdles last term and made most of good
opportunities to land novice events at Hereford/Leicester upon returning this term. Arrives
here having finished fifth in Grade 1 Challow at Newbury latest but he may just lack the
potential of a couple here.  (Forecast 9.00)

Notes: 
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TIMEFORM VIEW: RARE EDITION progressed again when maintaining his 100% record under
Rules at Kempton over Christmas, notably travelling and keeping on well to ultimately score decisively.
He rates the type to do better still now stepping up in trip and earns the vote, with recent Warwick
Grade 2 second Ginny's Destiny and low-mileage 5-y-o Persian Time heading up the dangers.
 
Timeform 1-2-3:  
1: RARE EDITION (2) 
2: GINNY'S DESTINY (3) 
3: PERSIAN TIME (1)


